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About MR $BEAN:

MR $BEAN born from the chaotic yet comedic essence 

of Mr. Bean himself, this token is here to inject 

laughter and entertainment into the world of web3.

We make no promises, except for one: a meme-filled 

journey that will leave you grinning from ear to ear.



Project Overview:

MR $BEAN Token is more than just a digital currency — 

It's a movement. 

Our mission is to revolutionize the crypto space with 

humor and creativity, while our vision is to establish 

MR $BEAN Token as a household name synonymous 

with fun and innovation.



Tokenomics:

Details:
   

 • Total Supply: 1 B

 • Buy/Sell Tax: 0%

 • Pair: SOL/BEAN

Allocation:
   

 •Liquidity Pool: 100% 

 

Join our Fam with MR $BEAN! Just remember, if things 

get a bit too awkward, it's all part of the adventure!



Market Strategy:

MR $BEAN Token's market strategy focuses on 

enhancing accessibility, visibility, and engagement. 

We prioritize listings on key decentralized exchanges, 

establish liquidity pools, and engage in strategic 

marketing efforts to broaden our reach.



Community and Ecosystem:

The heart of MR $BEAN Token lies in its vibrant 

community, affectionately known as the #BeanFam.

Community engagement, feedback, and initiatives 

drive our decisions, while community-driven airdrops 

and events foster active participation and growth.



Future Roadmap

In the short-term, our focus is on listings, liquidity 

building, and community engagement. 

In the mid-term, we aim to explore partnerships and 

potential expansion. 

In the long-term, we envision new use cases and 

integrations within the crypto space.



Legal and Compliance:

Access to information about MR $BEAN Token is 

intended for informational and entertainment 

purposes only, not as financial or legal advice.



Official Links:

Website: mrbeancoin.lol

Telegram: t.me/MRBEANCoinOnSol

Twitter: @MRBEANsol

Join us on this hilarious adventure as we stumble our 

way through the world of web3 with MR $BEAN Token. 

Remember, in the world of MR $BEAN, laughter is the 

best currency! 
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